The directors of the Foreign Agentura were the most noticeable protagonists in the various episodes of Russian police activity abroad, but they could not have functioned without the support of dozens of unknown people in their employ. Chancery personnel and case officers, detectives and undercover agents supplied, evaluated, and processed the thousands of bits of indispensable information upon which the chiefs of the Paris Office built their reputations. This chapter and the one that follows expose the members of the Russian police abroad to the light of historical scrutiny for the first time.
The chancery held a central place in every political police bureau, with the political police chief depending on his chinovniki for the swift and accurate processing of intelligence data. It was the chancery staff with whom the bureau chief most closely interacted. On the one hand it was the chancery staff's common feelings of loyalty and obligation that formed the basis of their chief's authority while, on the other hand, the friendly confidence the boss placed in his chancery gave its employees subterranean power to carry out their duties.
1 At the highest level within the chancery such power permitted the chancery supervisor to take on himself the responsibility of determining what should or should not be forwarded to Fontanka in reports and dispatches.
The number of chinovniki serving within the Paris Office varied but there were never more than five at any one time. They worked in an office located within the Russian Embassy at 79 Rue de Grenelle. There is no extant description of the office as it originally appeared. The chancery was remodelled in 1915 and the Provisional Government's Investigation Commission described the rooms as they appeared in the spring of 1917. The Foreign Agentura occupied the lower floor of the Russian Embassy in only two medium sized rooms. The first of these received some sunlight from two grated windows which looked out upon the courtyard of the Embassy.
A large ceiling-high cupboard holding the Foreign Agentura's archives dominated this room. Two large card catalogues were also found in the office. The first of these two filing systems contained between 15,000 and 20,000 cards with the names and short personal resumés of persons arrested for participation in the revolutionary movement within Russia. These cards described the subjects' physical characteristics and noted their level of involvement in the revolutionary movement. The second held the Foreign Agentura's cross reference file. It held between 2,000 and 3,000 cards containing in alphabetical order the names and code names of each person referred to in the Agentura's reports. Each card noted the year and dispatch number of every report mentioning the subject's name. Resting neatly on desks topped with typewriters, one could find albums displaying the photographs of revolutionaries.
The second room, the director's study, was furnished with an exceptionally large redwood desk adorned with luxurious bronze candelabras resting among other unnamed knick-knacks. The remaining furniture in the room consisted of a sofa, armchair, a chair of red morocco leather and two large portraits of the tsar and his family. The clerks kept dispatches and memorandums in two files one for 'Incoming' dispatches and the other for copies of 'Outgoing' dispatches. The director placed urgent ongoing matters in separate files containing information on dangerous revolutionaries, such as the terrorist Boris Savinkov, and other documents including letters, Agentura leaflets, various spravki and photographs deemed important at the moment.
2
This plush and well-ordered office reveals an organised and systematised chancery in 1917, but this had not always been the case. Initially, P. I. Rachkovskii, director of the Paris Office from 1884 to 1902, had only one administrative assistant, Nikolai Nikolaev Chashnikov, born into the hereditary nobility and a professional civil servant. In 1880 Fontanka invited him to work for the Russian police abroad because of his excellent command of French. Almost until Chashnikov's retirement in 1906 he and his clerk-typist Aleksandr Konstantinovich Il'in were the only full-time Russian chinovniki assigned to the Paris Office.
3 Il'in came to Paris with four years experience in the Department of Police behind him and with the reputation of being a 'thoroughly devoted chinovnik deserving encouragement'. Chashnikov, however, must have served alone for most of his years abroad since Il'in came to Paris only on 1 January 1905.
In the early years of the chancery's operation Chashnikov worked alone transcribing Rachkovskii's reports by hand, for typewriters did not come into regular use until the mid-1890s. Chashnikov found the entire process of transcription too time-consuming to make duplicates for the Foreign Agentura's own records. It is only with the introduction of the typewriter and carbon paper that a systematic method of documentation and record keeping appears within the Foreign Agentura's chancery. Considering the
